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Intlang Consulting Group offers cross cultural marketing and 
business solutions to Australian businesses, helps them identify new 
opportunities in overseas markets, breaks down cultural barriers, 
creating optimised investment or joint venture operations, ultimately 
bringing different values, strength and business practice together.

Intlang’s international marketing business has a special focus on promoting Australian products 
& services to China, a huge consumer market with a GDP of over US$23 trillion. I am often 
asked why foreign products & services in China always end up being “localised” and result in a 
similar product “Made-in-China” but a lot cheaper.

Apart from language barriers associated with foreign products which can be easily overcome 
through the provision of bilingual manuals and instructions. Other main reasons for localisation 
of products include:

• Competitiveness – A large population makes people competitive. Competition is a big 
part of the “bitter sweet” experience for Australians doing business in China where only the 
market leaders make money and in a very short space of time. Once the product is known, many 
local followers will be inspired to create something similar, driving you to defend your strategy 
against localisation. 

• Different consumer preference – Habits are hard to break. Different consumer preferences 
drive localisation. For example, in Australia we unlock doors by turning the key anti-clockwise, 
however in China it is clockwise. Whilst tanning is popular in Australia, products that whiten 
the skin are more popular in China as fair skin is associated with high education or class. Even 
spending preferences have progressed faster in China than in other foreign countries. This can 
be seen by the progression from a cash only society into one of credit cards and now mobile
payments. 

A better understanding of what triggers the “localisation” and “Made-in-China” effect, seeking 
country specific legal advice on copyright and intellectual property protection is a necessity in 
preparation for entering the China market. Intlang can assist to grow your business in China, 
contact us today to find out how (9 April 2018). 
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